TRI-BUILT® offers quality soffit systems available in a wide variety of colors to perfectly finish your home, your way. Our aluminum soffit line offers everything you need to define your home – minus the maintenance. Aluminum soffit, trim coil and rainware – all products constructed from premium-grade aluminum protected by a durable mar-resistant finish. Our aluminum products withstand the elements and enhance the style of any home for years to come.

**STYLE**

Regardless of your need, with TRI-BUILT® aluminum products you get the performance you’re looking for and the great looks you want. TRI-BUILT® aluminum products are available in a wide variety of colors and have a smooth finish.

Finish your home with matching trim coil and rainware.

**WHY HOME VENTILATION MATTERS**

In warmer weather, ventilation helps attics keep cool and minimizes heat transfer from the roof. This extends the life of your roof and lowers cooling costs.

In cold weather, ventilation keeps air circulating, protecting against condensation buildup and the formation of damaging ice dams.

Ventilation reduces moisture build-up. Prevents mildew growth and wood rot.

**SUSTAINABLE**

Our aluminum products are made from an alloy that contains a minimum of 77% recycled content (select products contain a higher percentage of recycled content).

All of our aluminum products are easily recyclable after use. In fact, at the end of its lifecycle in building applications, 100% of the aluminum in our products can be recycled.

**DEPENDABLE**

Limited Transferable Warranty

Virtually Maintenance–Free
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Colors are produced from lithographic process and may vary slightly from colors of actual product. Product specifications are subject to change without notice. TRI-BUILT® is a registered trademark wholly owned by Beacon Sales Acquisition, Inc., All rights reserved. Manufactured exclusively for Beacon Sales Acquisition, Inc. by Ply Gem Industries, Inc.